Exciting Project Study in Business Development for Cloud Software

WHO WE ARE
Economic AI is a young company that develops data-driven solutions and software for businesses. Our company was founded by leading professors in Machine Learning and Econometrics and is specialized in Causal AI. We apply the latest research findings for the benefit of our clients, in areas such as financial forecasting & planning, A/B testing, and pricing.

WHO YOU ARE
• Self-starter with drive to create impact
• Independent working style
• You specialising in Marketing, Strategy, Information Systems or Computer Science
• Ideally initial relevant work experience
• Ideally interest in software and cloud technology

YOUR PROJECT STUDY
This is your chance to take the lead and create an analysis of the market of (cloud) software for causal machine learning and derive recommendations. You will be able to work on topics such as
• Market research on cloud software & customer profiling
• Positioning of Economic AI and its software
• Analysis of the relevant competitors and their products

WHAT WE OFFER
• Gain experience and insights into cloud software
• Have a real impact in a young company
• Freedom to realize your ideas
• Flexible working hours
• Work remotely

Interested? Apply now!
Send your CV to Dr. Kögel (koegel@economicai.com) and tell us your motivation (3-4 sentences)